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Master Thesis Topics

• Presentation is downloadable on our website:

https://www.bwl.uni-mannheim.de/en/theissen/teaching/master-courses/master-thesis/
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Chair of Finance (I)

• Address:
– L 9, 1-2

– Secretary: third floor (“3. OG“)

– Assistants: second, fourth, and fifth floor

• Office hours:
– By appointment

– General questions: please visit our homepage first

– Questions with regard to master theses:  please contact Mr. Can Yilanci
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Chair of Finance (II)

• Research at the Chair of Finance 

a) Market Microstructure

b) Empirical Asset Pricing

c) Blockchain & Cryptocurrency
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Master Thesis Topics

• Prerequisite:
– You must have successfully completed one seminar of the area "Banking,

Finance, and Insurance" (Prof. Albrecht, Prof. Maug, Prof. Niessen-Ruenzi, Prof.
Ruenzi, Prof. Spalt, Prof. Theissen).

• The assignment of topics is carried out jointly by the finance area.

• Assignment to the topics will be based on your priority list and the
grade in the respective seminar.
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Time Schedule

• Application period:
– Thursday, 09.09.2021 – Friday, 17.09.2021

• Topics Allocation Announcement:
– Wednesday, 22.09.2021

• Registration Period:
– Wednesday, 22.09.2021 – Monday, 27.09.2021

• Starting Date
– Monday, 27.09.2021

• Colloquium
– Friday, 26.11.2021 

• Submission Deadline
– Thursday, 27.01.2022
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Guide to Scientific Writing

• An information sheet on writing a seminar paper or a master thesis
is provided on our website:

https://www.bwl.uni-mannheim.de/media/Lehrstuehle/bwl/Theissen/Services/Leitfaden_wissenschaftliche_Arbeiten_SeminarMaster.pdf

• Most important rules:
– Your thesis should be 45 pages (+/- 10%)

– 50 pages is the absolute maximum

– Tables and figures have to be included in the text (and count towards the page
restriction)

– Only supplementary material that is not needed to read and understand the
thesis may be collected in an appendix
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Important Remarks

• Plagiarism policy:

– Your master thesis will be analyzed by plagiarism detection software (Turnitin). 

– Our chair has a zero-tolerance policy regarding plagiarism.

– Students who submit plagiarized work will be graded with 5.0.

• Language quality:

– Grading of your master thesis takes also into account the language quality. 

– Linguistic shortcomings negatively impact your final grade.

– The master thesis can be either written in English or German.
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Data Storage

• Disclaimer:

– You are responsible for storing and saving your data and the progress on your thesis. It
can always happen that your computer breaks down, is stolen, or damaged in any other
way. However, you are responsible for having a backup of your data/thesis. Please make
sure that you have enough backups. There will be no extensions of the deadline. (Even if
we were willing to grant you an extension of the deadline, we are simply not allowed to.)

• Backups:

– Mail

– Dropbox

– USB drive/external hard drive

– Cloud

– …
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Master Topics

Questions ???
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T1. Shrinking Stock Markets 
Erik Theissen

Topic Description
• In recent years the number of listed corporations has declined. This phenomenon is best

documented for the US but is also observable (though to different degrees) in other countries.
In this context, the task of this Master thesis is

- to survey the literature on declining listings,

- to discuss explanations for and implications of (is it good or bad? why?) the phenomenon
of declining listings,

- to compile a data set on the number of listed firms (and other variables) covering a long
sample period (30+ years) and a broad cross-section of countries,

- to formulate and empirically test hypotheses on the determinants of the number of listed
firms - are there (macroeconomic or other) variables that help to explain the changes in
the number of listed firms over time and/or across countries?

• The empirical analysis requires Stata literacy and the ability to compile and handle panel data
sets.
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Starting References
• Doidge, C., A. Karolyi and R. Stulz (2017): The U.S. Listing Gap. Journal of Financial Economics 

123, 464-487. 

• McDonald, M. (2021): The Shrinking Stock Market. Journal of Financial Markets, forthcoming. 

• Schlingemann, F. and R. Stulz (2021): Have Exchange-Listed Firms Become Less Important for 
the Economy? Journal of Financial Economics, forthcoming. .  
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T2. Pricing Cryptocurrency Futures  
Stefan Scharnowski

Topic Description
• In the context of futures, the basis describes the difference between the spot and futures

prices of the same asset. Understanding the basis and its variations is important for hedgers
and arbitrageurs trading in those instruments.

• The cryptocurrency market is still young and developing, especially when it comes to crypto
derivatives. Consequently, the academic literature on crypto derivatives is still scarce.

• The goal of this thesis is to empirically study the basis of various cryptocurrency futures using
high-frequency data from an unregulated cryptocurrency exchange. A focus should be placed
on finding potential factors that influence the basis and its variability.

Requirements
The empirical work requires the use of large datasets. The data is readily accessible. The candidate should feel
comfortable in the use of a statistical software program (such as R, Python, or Stata) and econometric methods.
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Starting References
• Bailey, W., & Chan, K. C. (1993). Macroeconomic influences and the variability of the commodity futures basis. The Journal of Finance, 

48(2), 555-573.

• Roll, R., Schwartz, E., & Subrahmanyam, A. (2007). Liquidity and the law of one price: The case of the futures‐cash basis. The Journal of 
Finance, 62(5), 2201-2234.

• Symeonidis, L., Prokopczuk, M., Brooks, C., & Lazar, E. (2012). Futures basis, inventory and commodity price volatility: An empirical 
analysis. Economic Modelling, 29(6), 2651-2663.

• Figlewski, S. (1984). Hedging performance and basis risk in stock index futures. The Journal of Finance, 39(3), 657-669.

• Barkoulas, J., & Baum, C. (1996). Time-varying risk premia in the foreign currency futures basis. Journal of Futures Market, 16, 735-755.

• Buetow, G. W., & Henderson, B. J. (2016). The VIX futures basis: Determinants and implications. The Journal of Portfolio Management, 
42(2), 119-130.

• Corbet, S., Lucey, B., Peat, M., & Vigne, S. (2018). Bitcoin Futures—What use are they? Economics Letters, 172, 23–27.

• Alexander, C., & Heck, D. F. (2020). Price discovery in Bitcoin: The impact of unregulated markets. Journal of Financial Stability, 50, 
100776.

• Baur, D. G., & Dimpfl, T. (2019). Price discovery in bitcoin spot or futures? Journal of Futures Markets, 39(7), 803–817.

• Alexander, C., Choi, J., Park, H., & Sohn, S. (2020). BitMEX bitcoin derivatives: Price discovery, informational efficiency, and hedging 
effectiveness. Journal of Futures Markets, 40(1), 23–43. 

• Hattori, T., & Ishida, R. (2020). The relationship between arbitrage in futures and spot markets and Bitcoin price movements: Evidence 
from the Bitcoin markets. Journal of Futures Markets, October 2020, 105–114. 

• Wu, J., Xu, K., Zheng, X., & Chen, J. (2021). Fractional cointegration in bitcoin spot and futures markets. Journal of Futures Markets, 
August 2020. 

• Potential data source: https://www.cryptodatadownload.com/data/binance/
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T3. ESG Content in Initial Coin Offering Whitepapers
Stefan Scharnowski

Topic Description
• Initial Coin Offerings (ICOs) provide a new way of venture capital financing that has grown

substantially in recent years. Newly-issued tokens are typically exchanged for
cryptocurrencies, where the new token sometimes provides some benefit related to the
products or services of the company. In other cases, it may just represent a stake in the,
similar to stocks. The company usually publishes a whitepaper that describes the project and
associated potential risks and rewards, similar to an IPO prospectus.

• Across all asset classes, investors are becoming more aware of how the companies they invest
in adhere to criteria related to environmental, social, and governance (ESG) factors. There is
evidence that the same holds for ICOs.

• The goal of this thesis is to empirically study how the ESG content contained in ICO
whitepapers contributes to ICO success.

Requirements
The empirical work requires the use of large datasets. The data is publicly available, but has to be collected from
multiple non-standard sources. The candidate should feel comfortable in the use of a statistical software
program (such as R, Python, or Stata) and econometric methods.
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Starting References
• Baker, E. D., Boulton, T. J., Braga-Alves, M. V., & Morey, M. R. (2021). ESG government risk and international IPO 

underpricing. Journal of Corporate Finance, 67, 101913.

• Fenili, A., & Raimondo, C. (2021). ESG and the Pricing of IPOs: Does Sustainability Matter. Available at SSRN 
3860138.

• Reber, B., Gold, A., & Gold, S. (2021). ESG Disclosure and Idiosyncratic Risk in Initial Public Offerings. Journal of 
Business Ethics, 1-20.

• Zhang, S., Aerts, W., Lu, L., & Pan, H. (2019). Readability of token whitepaper and ICO first-day return. Economics 
Letters, 180, 58-61.

• Cerchiello, P., Tasca, P., & Toma, A. M. (2019). ICO success drivers: a textual and statistical analysis. The Journal of 
Alternative Investments, 21(4), 13-25.

• Samieifar, S., & Baur, D. G. (2021). Read me if you can! An analysis of ICO white papers. Finance Research Letters, 38, 
101427.

• Florysiak, D., & Schandlbauer, A. (2019). The information content of ico white papers. Available at SSRN 3265007.

• Yen, J. C., Wang, T., & Chen, Y. H. (2021). Different is better: how unique initial coin offering language in white 
papers enhances success. Accounting & Finance.

• Howell, S. T., Niessner, M., & Yermack, D. (2020). Initial coin offerings: Financing growth with cryptocurrency token 
sales. The Review of Financial Studies, 33(9), 3925-3974.

• Roosenboom, P., van der Kolk, T., & de Jong, A. (2020). What determines success in initial coin offerings?. Venture 
Capital, 22(2), 161-183.
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T4. Cryptocurrency: Spillover from Different Bitcoin News
Yanghua Shi

Topic Description

• Due to the prominence of Bitcoin in cryptocurrency market, news associated with
Bitcoin would also affect the performance of other cryptocurrencies, even when
the cryptocurrencies are quite different from Bitcoin, e.g. different consensus
algorithm

• There are different types of news associated with Bitcoin: e.g. infrastructure-
related, governmental regulation announcement, firm/ celebrity announcement

• The purpose of this thesis is to investigate the difference between the spillover
effects resulting from different types of Bitcoin-specific events, from Bitcoin to
another coin that does not use the same consensus algorithm (i.e. Proof-of-Work)

Requirements
The empirical work requires the use of large databases on cryptocurrency market data. The candidate should
feel comfortable in the use of a statistical software program (such as STATA) and econometric methods.
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Starting References
• Ante, L. (2021). How Elon Musk's Twitter Activity Moves Cryptocurrency Markets. Available at 

SSRN 3778844.

• https://cointelegraph.com/news/chinese-mining-pools-hash-power-plummets-amid-regional-
blackouts

• Borri, N., & Shakhnov, K. (2020). Regulation spillovers across cryptocurrency markets. Finance 
Research Letters, 36, 101333.

• Moratis, G. (2021). Quantifying the spillover effect in the cryptocurrency market. Finance 
Research Letters, 38, 101534.

• Luu Duc Huynh, T. (2019). Spillover risks on cryptocurrency markets: A look from VAR-SVAR 
granger causality and student’st copulas. Journal of Risk and Financial Management, 12(2), 52.

• Tsai, I. C. (2014). Spillover of fear: Evidence from the stock markets of five developed 
countries. International Review of Financial Analysis, 33, 281-288.

• Bo, Z., Bi, Y., Hengyun, L., & Hailin, Q. (2017). The spillover effect of attractions: Evidence from 
Eastern China. Tourism Economics, 23(4), 731-743.
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T5. Featured ETF ownership and stock volatility
Chen Lin

Topic Description

● Exchange-tradable Funds (ETFs) are convenient investment instruments among investors. They have enjoyed rapid growth 
over past decades and have significantly influenced the characteristics of underlying stocks. Particularly important, Ben-
David, Franzoni and Moussawi (2018) show that stocks owned more by ETFs have higher volatility because ETF ownership 
exposes investors to liquidity risk.

● Nowadays ETFs are far beyond merely replicating broad market indexes. ETFs can focus on a particular sector (e.g. SPDR S&P 
Biotech ETF), can chase some alpha factor or risk premium (e.g. Invesco S&P 500 Momentum ETF) and can even be actively 
managed (e.g. ARK innovation ETF). To varying degrees, they deviate from the original notion of indexing - offering 
diversified passive instruments to investors. This leads to concerns, both among market participants and among academics, 
what particular effects would featured ETFs bring about.

● Very recent literature finds mixed results. Easley, et al (2021) provide evidence that active ETFs are gaining shares over 
passive ETFs. Huang, O’Hara, and Zhong (2021) find industry ETFs improve information efficiency. Flow to funds is more 
sensitive to past performance in specialized ETFs (these tracking a particular sector or a particular theme) (Ben-David, et al, 
2021).

● The student is expected to (1) replicate the main findings in Ben-David, Franzoni and Moussawi (2018) with extended years; 
(2) motivate why he or she finds certain types of featured ETFs might lead to strong/weaker volatility; (3) verify your 
hypotheses with empirical results.

Requirements
The empirical work requires the use of large datasets (CRSP, Compustat, or Thomson Reuters Mutual Fund
Holdings). The candidate should feel comfortable in the use of statistical software program (such as Stata) and
econometric methods.
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Starting References
● Ben-David, I., Franzoni, F. and Moussawi, R. (2018), Do ETFs Increase Volatility?. The Journal 

of Finance, 73: 2471-2535.
● Lawrence Glosten, Suresh Nallareddy, Yuan Zou (2021) ETF Activity and Informational 

Efficiency of Underlying Securities. Management Science 67(1):22-47
● Ben-David, Itzhak and Franzoni, Francesco A. and Kim, Byungwook and Moussawi, Rabih, 

Competition for Attention in the ETF Space (July 16, 2021). Fisher College of Business 
Working Paper No. 2021-03-001, Charles A. Dice Center Working Paper No. 2021-01, Swiss 
Finance Institute Research Paper No. 21-03.

● Shiyang Huang, Maureen O’Hara, Zhuo Zhong (2021), Innovation and Informed Trading: 
Evidence from Industry ETFs, The Review of Financial Studies, Volume 34, Issue 3, Pages 
1280–1316.

● David Easley, David Michayluk, Maureen O’Hara, Talis J Putnins (2021), The Active World of 
Passive Investing, Review of Finance
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Topic Description
• Inconsistent with the idea that more informative stocks have low synchronicity with the

market, Piotroski and Roulstone (2004) and other papers find that higher synchronicity stocks
are followed by more analysts. Hameed et al. (2015) explain the seemingly surprising findings
in a fundamentals co-movement channel and give empirical supports with US data. They argue
that the analysts focus more on bellwether stocks, whose fundamentals have stronger
correlation with other stocks. The information on most focused will spill over the less focused
stocks, resulting in higher return synchronicity for bellwether stocks.

• The main task of this thesis is to largely replicate the results in Hameed et al. (2015) with
updated data. Students shall follow the variable generating process and conduct most
analyses in Hameed et al. (2015). Extensions basing on the replication might include using
international data, other proxies for fundamentals co-movements or alternative measure for
bellwether stocks and information spillover. Theory-based proposition and its corresponding
empirical test will be considered as an extra.

Requirements

The empirical work requires the use of large databases(i.e. CRSP, COMPUSTAT, I/B/E/S and
Datastream). The databases are readily accessible for affiliates of the University of Mannheim. The
candidate should feel comfortable in the use of a statistical software program (such as STATA) and
econometric methods.
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Starting References
• Crawford, S.S., Roulstone, D.T. and So, E.C., 2012. Analyst initiations of coverage and stock 

return synchronicity. The Accounting Review, 87(5), pp.1527-1553.

• Chan, K. and Hameed, A., 2006. Stock price synchronicity and analyst coverage in emerging 
markets. Journal of Financial Economics, 80(1), pp.115-147.

• Durnev, A., Morck, R., Yeung, B. and Zarowin, P., 2003. Does greater firm‐specific return
variation mean more or less informed stock pricing?. Journal of Accounting Research, 41(5), 
pp.797-836.

• Hameed, A., Morck, R., Shen, J. and Yeung, B., 2015. Information, analysts, and stock return 
comovement. The Review of Financial Studies, 28(11), pp.3153-3187.

• Piotroski, J.D. and Roulstone, D.T., 2004. The influence of analysts, institutional investors, and
insiders on the incorporation of market, industry, and firm‐specific information into stock 
prices. The accounting review, 79(4), pp.1119-1151.

• Veldkamp, L.L., 2006. Information markets and the comovement of asset prices. The Review of 
Economic Studies, 73(3), pp.823-845.
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T7. Financial Statement Ratios through the Lens of Machine Learning 

Lukas Zimmermann

Topic Description
• Financial statement ratios are often used as fundamental signals for stock return prediction and for

investment decision making. A large string of literature concludes that there are a number of important and
significant predictors (e.g. Ou an Penman 1989, Ying and Yang 2018). The potentially large number of ratios
that have been studied suggests that some of the signals might be redundant. Besides accounting ratios,
there are many other predictor variables that have been studied in the academic literature (Hou, Zhou,
Zhang 2020) and are employed as trading signals by practitioners.

• Gu et al. (2009) employ different machine learning methods in order to examine, which among a large
number of potential predictors are redundant and which have a strong predictive power for stock returns
after controlling for other variables or for non-linearities. Bali et al. (2021) conduct a similar exercise for
stock option returns.

• The objective of this topic is to specifically study accounting ratios and their predictive ability for stock
returns by standard methods and by machine learning methods. Eventually, one should be able to assess
which model uses accounting ratios in the best way to predict stock returns and whether there are specific
variables that capture most of the predictive power of accounting ratios in general.

• The study should, for the sake of simplicity, be conducted for the US stock market. One can make use of pre-
coded anomaly variables (Chen and Zimmermann 2020) and of portfolios returns for sorts on many
different variables (Hou, Zhou, Zhang 2020). The general data preparation can be done in Stata or any other
software that is suited. For the machine learning part, which can follow Gu et al. (2020), the exercise needs
to be conducted in Python (or R), which provides corresponding packages. However, only methods that are
not computationally intensive need to be employed (which excluded for instance neural networks).
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Starting References
• Bali, T. G., Beckmeyer, H., Moerke, M., & Weigert, F. (2021). Option Return Predictability with 

Machine Learning and Big Data. Working Paper. 

• Chen, A. Y., & Zimmermann, T. (2020). Open Source Cross-Sectional Asset Pricing. Working 
Paper. 

• Gu, S., Kelly, B., & Xiu, D. (2020). Empirical Asset Pricing via Machine Learning. Review of 
Financial Studies, 33(5), 2223–2273. 

• Hou, K., Xue, C., & Zhang, L. (2020). Replicating Anomalies. Review of Financial Studies, 33(5), 
2019–2133. 

• Kelly, B. T., Pruitt, S., & Su, Y. (2019). Characteristics Are Covariances: A Unified Model of Risk 
and Return. Journal of Financial Economics, 134(3), 501–524. 

• Ou, J. A., & Penman, S. H. (1989). Financial Statement Analysis and the Prediction of Stock 
Returns. Journal of Accounting and Economics, 11(4), 295–329. 

• Yan, X. S., & Zheng, L. (2017). Fundamental Analysis and the Cross-Section of Stock Returns: A 
Data-Mining Approach. Review of Financial Studies, 30(4), 1382–1423. 
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T8. Price Stabilization in the IPO Aftermarkets
Mengnan Wu

Topic Description
• Underwriters often sell more than 100 percent of shares at the offering and repurchase

shares to stabilize the price shortly after IPO. The green shoe option allows the underwriter
to cover the short position by exercising this call option at the issue price.

• The lead underwriter engages in stabilization activity for less successful IPOs, and uses the
overallotment option to reduce his inventory risk. Allocation device plays an important role in
the process of price stabilization when there’re positive initial returns.

• Granting the overallotment option is nowadays a standard practice in the IPO industry.
However, it is interesting to learn how expensive this option is for the issuer, and what the
tangible benefits are.

• Following Bajo et al. (2017) and Hanley et al. (1993), the student is required to 1) survey on
the regulation of stabilization in the US, and explain the economics of stabilization, 2) develop
testable hypotheses and 3) test the impact of underwriter stabilization on price and bid-ask
spread.

• Knowledge of econometric software is appreciated for the thesis. Relevant databases: SDC
and CRSP.
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Starting References
• Boulton, T. J., & Braga-Alves, M. V. (2020). Price stabilization, short selling, and IPO secondary 

market liquidity. The Quarterly Review of Economics and Finance, 76, 278-291.

• Bajo, E., Barbi, M., & Petrella, G. (2017). Do firms get what they pay for? A second thought on 
over-allotment option in IPOs. The Quarterly Review of Economics and Finance, 63, 219-232.

• Aggarwal, R. (2000). Stabilization activities by underwriters after initial public offerings. The 
Journal of Finance, 55(3), 1075-1103.

• Ellis, K., Michaely, R., & O'hara, M. (2000). When the underwriter is the market maker: An 
examination of trading in the IPO aftermarket. The Journal of Finance, 55(3), 1039-1074.

• Aggarwal, R. (2003). Allocation of initial public offerings and flipping activity. Journal of 
Financial Economics, 68(1), 111-135.

• Hanley, K. W., Kumar, A. A., & Seguin, P. J. (1993). Price stabilization in the market for new 
issues. Journal of Financial Economics, 34(2), 177-197.
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T9. Momentum and Information Uncertainty: What Goes Up Must Come Down?

Can Yilanci

Topic Description
• Weak form market efficiency is that all information in the time series of past prices is reflected in the current price (Fama,

1970). Hence, analyzing past prices should not allow to predict future returns. In sharp contrast to this concept, strategies
that buy past winner stocks and sell past loser stocks generate significant positive returns (Jegadeesh and Titman, 1993). This
effect is commonly known as the momentum effect. As momentum challenges the concept of market efficiency, it remains
relevant even today.

• Jegadeesh and Titman (1993) document that momentum strategies are profitable for holdings periods of up to 12 months.
Thereafter, momentum profits reverse. More recently, Conrad and Yavuz (2017) show that stocks in a momentum portfolio,
which contribute to momentum profits, do not show reversals. Rather stocks that do not behave as “typical” momentum
stocks are causing a reversal of returns. Conrad and Yavuz (2017) show that these stocks can be identified ex-ante by using
size and book-to-market ratios. This finding entails important implications as this would be inconsistent with behavioral
theories of momentum (e.g. Daniel et al., 1998; Barberis et al., 1998; Hong and Stein, 1999).

• Size and book-to-market are considered proxies for information uncertainty (Zhang, 2006; Avramov et al., 2007). Zhang (2006)
shows that momentum is stronger in stocks with high information uncertainty, e.g. firms with low size. Are the results of
Conrad and Yavuz (2017) simply a rediscovery of the findings of Zhang (2006)? Are the results of Conrad and Yavuz (2017)
simply due to the way they construct their momentum portfolios?

• The student’s task is threefold. First, the student should review the literature on the momentum effect. Second, the student
should replicate the main findings of Jegadeesh and Titman (1993). Third, the student should analyze the relation of
momentum, reversal, and information uncertainty as in Conrad and Yavuz (2017) by using the proxies presented in Zhang
(2006) (turnover, age, return volatility).

Requirements
The empirical work requires the use of large databases (i.e. CRSP and Compustat). The databases are readily accessible for affiliates
of the University of Mannheim. The candidate should feel comfortable in the use of a statistical software program (such as STATA)
and econometric methods.
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Starting References
• Barberis, N., A. Shleifer, and R. Vishny. 1998. A model of investor sentiment. Journal of Financial Economics.

49: 307–343

• Daniel, K., D. Hirshleifer, and A. Subrahmanyam. 1998. Investor psychology and security market under- and
overreaction. Journal of Finance. 53: 1839-1885

• Conrad, J., and D. Yavuz. 2017. Momentum and Reversal: Does What Goes Up Always Come Down?. Review
of Finance. 21(2): 555-581

• Hong, H. and J. C. Stein. 1999. A unified theory of underreaction, momentum trading, and overreaction in
asset markets. Journal of Finance 54: 2143–2184.

• Fama, E. 1970. Efficient capital markets: A review of theory and empirical work. The Journal of Finance.
25(2): 383-417

• Jegadeesh, N., and S. Titman. 1993. Returns to Buying Winners and Selling Losers: Implications for Stock
Market Efficiency. The Journal of Finance. 48 (1): 65-91

• Jegadeesh, N., and S. Titman. 2011. Momentum. Annual Review of Financial Economics. 3 (1): 493-509

• Zhang, X. F.. 2006. Information Uncertainty and Stock Returns. Journal of Finance. 61(1): 105-137
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T10. Don’t Take Their Word for It: Do Equity Mutual Funds Misclassify Their Styles?

Can Yilanci

Topic Description
• In a very recent paper, Chen et al. (2021) show that bond mutual funds misclassify their holdings. Funds report their holdings

to be safer than they truly are. Whereas misclassified funds seem to outperform their peers when using their self-reported
riskiness of holdings, there is no evidence for superior performance when using appropriate peer groups. Bond mutual funds
seem to profit from misclassification by charging higher fees, realizing higher inflows, and getting higher start ratings.

• The finding of Chen et al. (2021), however, should not come by surprise. Already Cooper et al. (2005) show that equity mutual
funds might strategically change their names without changing their fund holdings accordingly to attract inflows. Cooper et al.
(2005) document that when funds change their name “to reflect a current hot style, the fund experiences an average
cumulative abnormal flow of 28%”.

• The evidence on whether more style-consistent funds significantly outperform less style-consistent funds is sparse at best.
Whereas Brown et al. (2009) find that “more-style-consistent funds significantly outperform less style-consistent funds on a
risk-adjusted basis”, Wermers (2012) finds that “controlling the style drift of a fund manager does not necessarily result in
higher performance for investors”.

• The thesis aims at bridging the following gaps in the literature. How prevalent is style misclassification in the mutual fund
industry? Which funds do misclassify their styles? Which benefits do funds have by misclassifying their styles? Do
misclassified funds outperform their correctly-classified peers?

• The student’s task is threefold. First, the student should review related literature. Second, the student should re-assess the
main findings of Cooper et al. (2005). Third, the student should extend the analysis of Cooper et al. (2005) to provide
evidence on performance differences between misclassified funds and correctly-classified funds. The student can use factor
loadings (easy) or fund holdings (more difficult) to detect style misclassification.

Requirements
The empirical work requires the use of large databases (i.e. CRSP, Compustat, and Thomson Reuters). The databases are readily
accessible for affiliates of the University of Mannheim. The candidate should feel comfortable in the use of a statistical software
program (such as STATA) and econometric methods.
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Starting References
• Akey, P., A. Robertson, and M. Simutin. 2021. Closet Active Management of Passive Funds. Working Paper

• Brown, K. C., W. V. Harlow, and H. Zhang. 2009. Staying the Course: The Role of Investment Style
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